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What’s in it for you?
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D

oes your company have a
handle on social, environment
and
governance
(ESG) matters? If you do,
how and how much of your ESG efforts do
you disclose? Whether you are ready or not,
all companies listed on the Stock
Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (SEHK),
regardless of their place of incorporation,
will be required to include a discussion of
ESG efforts in their directors’ report every
year starting 2015.
Since August 2012, Hong Kong Exchanges
and Clearing Limited (HKEx) has been
promoting ESG reporting as a “best
practice” following a public consultation in
December 2011. But when the new
Companies Ordinance (CO) came into
effect on 3 March 2014, grounds were laid
for HKEx to raise ESG disclosure to the
“comply or explain” level. The ordinance’s
schedule 5, section 2 stipulates that all
Hong Kong incorporated companies
include in the business review section of
their annual directors’ report an account of
their “environmental policies and performance,” “compliance with relevant laws
and regulations that have a significant
impact on them,” and “their key relationships with employees, customers and
suppliers and others that have a significant
impact on them and on which their
success depends.”
Given some degree of overlap, HKEx has
incorporated the CO’s ESG disclosure
requirements into Appendix 16 of the
Main Board Rules. A further consultation
was launched in July to clarify reporting
requirements and to take voluntary disclosure obligations currently in Appendix 27
of Main Board Rules one notch up the
regulatory scale.

ESG is about sustainability or the ability to
continue indefinitely. The term reflects the
three key indicators that measure the
long-term vision and ethical impact of an
organisation in addressing environmental,
social and governance issues while adding
shareholder value. Increasingly and rightly
so, investors are taking into account a
company’s ESG performance to determine

whether to invest. If you are in business for
the long haul (and who isn’t?), then you
should understand how maintaining high
ESG standards and broadcasting it can add
value to your company.
Merits of ESG Disclosure
Mr Henry Lai, Chairman of Council,
HKIoD, said, “ESG reporting must be
understood in the context of the overriding corporate objective at maximising longterm corporate value. The board’s role in
the process is paramount. If done in the
proper context, company boards should
realise the business sense and benefits
that ESG Reporting can make. There is
more to business valuation than can be
revealed by traditional financial reporting
alone. Whether in the older industrialbased or the newer knowledge-based
economy, a firm is not likely to truly create
value if it has no regard to the interests and
does not enlist the support of stakeholders. ESG reporting is seen as one mechanism to capture and reveal some of those
extra-financial aspects that may affect
corporate performance and firm value.”
“Sustainability focus in management and
sustainability disclosure can serve a
company well as a differentiator from its
peers and instill investor confidence,
customer trust and employee loyalty,” said
Ms Agnes Tai, Director of Great Glory
Investment Corporation and Great Glory
Strategies Limited, two related companies
that seek out investments opportunities in
renewable energy, environment and clean
technology in Greater China. She suggested
that companies see both sides of the coin.
While ESG initiatives invariably involve
costs, companies also can derive from them
both tangible and intangible value.
Ms Ellie Pang could not agree more. The
Vice President of HKEx’s Policy and Secretariat Services Unit summarised “the most
cited reasons” for managing ESG performance and disclosing it as follows:
 Cost savings and productivity gains:
Collecting and disclosing data on
consumption of resources such as
energy and water are the first steps
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toward enabling companies to review
their resource efficiency and develop
reduction initiatives, leading not only to
cost savings but also a smaller carbon
footprint.
 Talent retention: Good ESG performance increases loyalty among employees, who are potentially a company’s
ambassador. It also attracts high-calibre
candidates. In fact, a company’s ESG
reputation has factored increasingly in a
worker’s choice of an employer. Job
seekers do pay credence to the likes of
the annual 50 Top Happiest Companies
ranking of CareerBliss, an online job
matching community in the United
States.
 Improved risk management: By
going through the process of reporting
on ESG issues, companies will be
“forced” to assess more seriously the
environmental and social risks that may
impact their business and vice versa and
thus become better prepared to manage
such risks and do a better job of weathering crisis and maintaining a positive
image. Referring to the 10 “sustainability megaforces” that KPMG identified in
a 2012 study (with climate change
topping the list), Ms Pang noted that
“companies with ESG practices embedded in their corporate culture are likely
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to be much better placed to respond to
the impact of these megaforces.”
 Reputational gains: A company’s
reputation is its goodwill, which in turn,
has a bearing on revenue and share price.
Ms Pang noted that in a 2013 study,
Deloitte’s Eric Hespenheide and Dinah
Koehler described how companies
protected by an “ESG halo” gained
brand recognition during good times
and mitigated negative publicity during
crises. While many companies saw
their stock prices tumble when
anti-globalisation protesters stormed the
streets of Seattle at the World Trade
Organisation Ministerial Conference of
1999, those perceived to be ESGconscious were largely shielded from
suffering the same fate. Similarly, the
“Value of Sustainability Reporting” study
conducted jointly by Ernst & Young and
the Boston College Centre for Corporate
Citizenship in 2013 found more than half
of the 95 per cent of the Global 250
issuing sustainability reports said it
helped improve their corporate image.
 Improved access to capital: The
United Nations “Principles for Responsible Investment” boasts 1,325 signatories
representing some US$45 trillion in
assets. Global organisation CDP (formerly
Carbon Disclosure Project), which works

toward transforming the way the world
does business to preserve natural
resources, works with 822 institutional
investors and US$95 trillion in assets.
Responsible investment is increasingly
considered mainstream among investors,
especially institutional investors. Thus
“companies reporting on ESG issues are
seen as being better able to identify and
manage risks, and as a result, can procure
financing easier,” Ms Pang said.
Boosting Shareholder Value
In more ways than one, ESG initiatives do
contribute to monetary rewards. Ms Tai
cited real-life examples to substantiate the
points above.
To start with, brand recognition does add
value to a company. As Ms Tai noted, up to
80 per cent of stock value of USA-listed
companies are of an intangible nature,
with “brand value” being the biggest
contributor next to intellectual property.
Apple, which Forbes magazine assessed as
having a brand value of US$145.3 billion, is
a big winner.
Virtually all the big names in money
management are heeding their clients’
wish to put their money in sustainable
businesses, Ms Tai said. “In other words,

they wish to invest in companies that
demonstrate good stewardship of natural
and social capital, in addition to financial,
human and intellectual management,” she
said. In parallel, more and more analysts of
fund houses are using ESG reports to
“gauge long-term viability and profitability
of listed companies” while “creditors are
also paying more attention to ESG reporting as an additional tool to gauge whether
the borrower is of solid quality,” she
added.
Blackrock Inc, the world’s largest fund
house managing $4.65 trillion in assets,
launched the “Blackrock Impact” initiative
in February 2015 as a mixture of new
products that address major societal
issues, such as poverty, and some of the
firm’s existing sustainable investments. It
recruited Deborah Winshel, former
president and chief operating officer of
The Robin Hood Foundation, to oversee
the “impact” portfolio.
The Carlyle Group, a private equity firm
with US$193 billion in assets under
management, began sharing its responsible investment guidelines with its own
portfolio companies in 2011 and reviews
their performance in the area periodically.
The Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing was launched earlier this
year to work across the group and with
academic institutions to help channel
capital from ESG-conscious investors to
responsible enterprises worldwide. The
banking group’s own “Sustainable
Reality” report published in April 2015
further dismissed some investors’ notion
that including ESG criteria into an investment portfolio may result in a lower rate of
return. Its study on the performance of
more than 10,000 mutual funds found that
during 64 per cent of the time periods
examined, the median returns of sustainable equity funds equalled or outperformed those of traditional equity
funds. The report further noted that over
the longest period of 2008 to 2014,
sustainable equity funds met or exceeded
median returns for five out of six different
equity classes.

One corporate example of how practising
sustainability pays off is Unilever NV, a
British-Dutch multinational consumer
group that has been engaged in ESG
activities for more than a decade. Between
2010 and 2012, its return on equity was
nearly 30 per cent per annum; in 2013, its
ROE hit 34 per cent.
Some Hong Kong-listed companies also
recognise that investors have come to
expect them to address ESG issues. “ESG
initiatives can contribute to corporate
finance activities in the form of diversifying
a company’s investor base,” said Dr Calvin
Lee Kwan, General Manager of Sustainability at Link Asset Management Limited.
Since
ESG-conscious
companies
“typically have a longer-term view of their
business,” he explained, they “usually
identify challenges and risks to their
business early on and quickly develop
mitigation strategies to reduce such risks.”
Dr Kelvin Wong, COSCO Pacific
Limited’s Executive Director and Deputy
Managing Director and HKIoD’s immediate past Chairman, also cited “higher
stakeholder expectation” as a major driving
force behind the group’s ESG efforts.
“Businesses are expected to not only create
economic value but to contribute to the
socio-economic development of the areas
in which they operate,” he said. Hence
COSCO, a major terminal operator and
container leasing company, strives to run
its fleet and ports in a sustainable way “as a
means of responsible entrepreneurship.”
Improving the Bottom Line
In the process of ESG initiatives, an
organisation invariably takes an introspective look to improve operational efficiency,
which in turn, leads to cost savings.
Hysan Development Company, Limited is
a case in point. The property developercum-investor adopted a formal ESG policy
in 2003, focusing on energy efficiency and
being a “green landlord.” It started by
optimising operational schedules, then
moved on to upgrade hardware (including
installing energy-efficient air-conditioning
systems) and culminated in the architecture of Hysan Place, Hong Kong’s first

commercial building to be given the
highest certification level for the US
Green Building Council’s Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design. “We
achieved significant energy cost savings,”
said Hysan’s Executive Director Ms
Wendy Yung. “These are real dollars.”
Another property management company
Link also reported cost savings from
improving operational efficiency. Saying
that the “easiest” approach is to reduce
energy consumption, Dr Kwan said Link
had lowered its electricity bill by more than
24 per cent since 2010, which
corresponded to a total reduction of 264
million kilowatt-hours or about $270
million. He pointed out the obvious: “The
less electricity you use, the less you pay.”
Now Link has turned its focus on “helping
tenants achieve energy savings in their
operations so that their business can
become more efficient.”
Getting on Board for the Long Haul
ESG programmes involve long-term
commitment. So how should you get
started? Whether you do it in house or
engage a specialist, take heed of the following pointers:
 Be focused: Start by looking into your
core competence, ie, issues linked
closely to your daily operations. Property
managers Hysan and Link both zoomed
in on saving energy and streamlining
operations, first for themselves, then for
their tenants. A next target for Link is to
“establish a waste management
strategy” ahead of upcoming regulations, said Dr Kwan. For shipping
company COSCO, the priorities include
environmental
protection
through
reducing its own carbon footprint,
identifying health and safety risks
and optimising the use of new
technology.
As
Hysan’s Ms Yung
put it: “Just start
small
and
focused,
then
evolve!”
 Use a roadmap:
COSCO also found
useful the comprehensive
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approach recommended by its consultancy. The so-called “roadmap”
requires that the company should
consolidate existing initiatives, formalise
top management commitment, set up a
taskforce, improve internal communication and increase ESG disclosure.
 Collect data: Key performance indicators (KPIs) make policies “material.”
Link’s Dr Kwan said for ESG efforts to
succeed, a company must have a
database that is accurate, complete,
reliable, relevant, timely, verifiable yet
simple. Link started out with utility bills
and expanded its database to include
business travel emissions, waste
management, employee training hours
and mystery shoppers. His adage is:
“You can’t manage what you don’t
measure.”
 Involve the board: Since sustainability
involves strategic planning, it is necessary then for the board of directors to do
more than report ESG efforts to comply
with upcoming regulations. Ms Tai
advised that policies and support from
the top “must be clearly communicated
and relevant KPIs cascaded down.” At
COSCO, the board’s Corporate Governance Committee advocated publishing
the first COSCO Pacific Corporate
Sustainability Report last year, which
came in handy when the company
tendered recently for a port operation
contract in Eastern Europe and was
asked to submit one.
 Benchmark ESG performance: To
measure up to peers, a company should
work towards being included in a
sustainability index, such as the Hang
Seng Corporate Sustainability Index or
the Hong Kong SME Business Sustainability Index. Getting a good investment
analyst’s write-up is another way to
gauge ESG results. But nothing beats a
compliment from a customer. A new
professional tenant recently told Hysan’s
Ms Yung: “If you are a good corporate
citizen, you can’t be too bad as a
landlord.”
When in doubt, sit in on one of HKEx’s
many training sessions and follow its ESG
Reporting Guide.
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ߞԋգٟգൊ၌ನᖖᄩ
ȃߤྻфᇒĩņŔňĪܢڰȉ
ՂލգȂְྻࢨዹݣᠨԋ
ԴņŔňўবߞЍшȉϫྻݣ
ᠨۖЦኃ࢘ȉЙᇒְ࣏ЏஇՀ൯Ȃ
ĳıĲĶՐȂϲݺশสᗑԪӹݙݽգনг
ҦȞϭᇍȶᗑӹݙȷȟϯҾߞгҦȂ๑Ꭲ
Դ֣ໜҊӲȂൌӅ༷ԴညՐߞၭڰඡ
טКȂҒࣁణņŔňߞЍ֯Ȅ

ְ

ាĳıĲĲՐĲĳѡߞгಿᓙ႙ࢢȂĳıĲĳՐĹ
ѡȂশสӹݽфຕᇖݙգনгҦȞϭᇍ
ȶশสӹݙݽȷȟ෩্ņŔňབྷඡ֯ऎ
Ϙ༵ȶ൵ڸ௱ഢȷȄփĳıĲĵՐĴѡĴџӠੜ
ߞྲȮгҦ౧ڼȯȞϭᇍȶȮ౧ڼȯȷȟ
Ȃ་ϘَऎশสӹݙݽņŔňݣᠨঋِ෩
пȶЙᓲՇබႋ៖ȷߞ࢘ȂටܠϞ
ᚂȄȮ౧ڼȯࠢࠑĶĳ౧ഢܠȂϲݺশส
ӲߞгҦȂൌ༷ԴێՐ࢘ၭڰඡߞט
சൊжȂૼϢᅆȶᖖᄩࣆຉфࠑȷ
ߞణȃȶгҦᓲՇᅆႍгҦգদЂᠩ
ߞգᝯࢠޱфഢߞڼఐȷфȶгҦሃ
ێᄌ৶ȃᠪࢉȃڻᕕȂѽфᅆႍгҦ
գদЂᠩѷᝯ࠼ۖгҦ
ᒸಽߞێҁϠЀߞদ
ঋᝯ࠼ሲށȷȄ
ᡦݺаਟՅԴϘܠ
࢘ߞদᡑȂশส
ӹݙݽЏȮ౧ڼ
ȯߞņŔňݣᠨঋِૼ
ϢȮѹޕϯҾഢࡋȯࠢ
ᔂϩбȄĸѡȂᗑӹݙԓ࢘
ֶᓙ႙ћԆȂᅆབྷඡঋِ֯ҍጏ౻Ȃڭ
֖ȮѹޕϯҾഢࡋȯࠢᔂϟϩϛݙগ
ߞݣᠨ၍ச෩пᆾᇒኸবȄ
ņŔňߞদᙇԴݺҞࢺ᠈ਣȂݕҞሲӖϳܼ
᠈ȄȶņŔňȷх࣍ҍϬৎᝯᘣࢽዾȂӡݺᓊ
༓ೡᚐԴᠪᖖᄩȃߤྻфᇒܢڰሃ൹
ൄߵތኊৃўবߞࠜง۶ႽᠩȄ
Դٙظ࣏ܠႤȂڽԺߞظႤ߰ށ
ขԳԋߞņŔňࠑૼϢւዋȄՂְؓލ
ְౕԋߞਣକ࿚ቈࣹࠜȞᎡЙౕؓ۸
ȉȟȂබᕕϞႋ࠲ࢺѪߞņŔňȂڭЂҐ
యዃȂྻՂ֣෩пְߞԋߞኊৃȄ
ņŔňܤ៩ޟᇨઉ
শสၭڰᐯྻѹਯᓥᢖᅷࢠਰࠑӯȈȶ
ࠑņŔňඡߞט১ԯᕕంԋߞঋӫߞನႋ
Ȃᆽ༓෩ԋߞࠜงኊৃڽւዋȄԴ
ഺჅКȂၭطྻڰᆊ㣣ᝯদঋߞ֒ڎ
ȂՂލನఀܢȂгҦၭྻڰᕕҞށӨۖ
෩ӹņŔňඡטҞಯӠߞૈ׀фՀȄᅆ

֤ৃڽሲȂཇசඡݣݙטᠨߞႤ
ਫ਼ڭӏ؆ᆽȄЙᎢ࣏ႵཇߞЍ၃ᕻ
Ȃᘘ࣏Ⴕྲߞߢᝊ၃ᕻȂԋՂ၉ࢺԊ
߰ߞݺૈ׀ЙᠪȂϫٟգۤఀҁেߞњࢺ
ȂЙҞକૌӒԳ൹ൄҍኊৃڽȄࠑņŔň
ඡטҞऎ࣏ϘᇌҞѽےᄑфݣᠨϘൊж
ЙઘфࣆȂ֭ږѽᠩԋࠑ۶ኊৃ
ߞႤୈߞᑟۘȄȷ
ȶᇒನኸᅆҞࢺ᠈ਣߞަদ۶Ҟࢺ᠈
ਣߞݣᠨȂЙҞᢰԋంឮߋᅆјКೲ
ᒖփҍȂӺକ෩пظႤ߰ࠫѕȃࢉїࠫԇ
࢘ф৶Ѝ݅႕࢘ȷȂňųŦŢŵġňŭŰųźġŊůŷŦŴŵŮŦůŵġ
ńŰųűŰųŢŵŪŰůфஈᅷຉರգনгҦၭڰᕛጒ
ጪЃЀࠑӯȄഺی༡ᝯᗑгҦԴЂК
ߞҞԓӠକ࿚ȃᖖᄩ۶౻ጒثങታாඵِ
ظႤᑟྻȄՁ࢙៉ԋሮ౻யᛟߞیবݑġ
șయ֖ņŔňཕӅྻಯӠӎȂ֭ҩϘўব
ȂԋӺକంКᖔఀգ؛ф๑؛ኊৃȄ
শสӹࣆݙݽຉф૪੩ೡᗁ
໗ෆڴठЃЀᅆഺϘሲޱԓ
ᝒԢЙჅȄՁᗁຕሮऎȂ
ᇒನņŔňࠑфݣᠨņŔň
ȂϠে൵၃௱෩ۖߞ১ԯ
գѽϭවᙇȈ

 ᕻԙҏȂඪଽ
ҡΨȈ՜༰ф
ݣᠨઐଈႤ࿚Ȟ
Ղକ࿚фӡѪȟ
ߞዴᑂ࣏ԋᕭ
ێႤ࿚ੜತܠۘڭြକᄑߞϘَȄഺ
ЙକᖺิӎȂᘘକิьᇆږႫȄ
 ߳ΡϗȈډՀߞņŔňࠑҞ෩пᄌ৶݅
႕࢘Ȃփᄌ৶ൌҞକऎԋ؛҃ڏ
ϠȄթҳȂډՀߞņŔňࠑȂӺգכݺ׀
єᎳϠЖȄڰᅁϯȂԋߞņŔňᗏ᠖
џᆙऎᄌ৶ᓴᑄᄌѹߞদঋԯȄِ
ᚚ߰ፁྻணւՂग़Դ።ِᚚߤᇨ
૭ńŢųŦŦųŃŭŪŴŴֶߞȶᄌ৶൵ܶۍᇊྏԋ
Ր࢘ĶıȷНߞԋవԩȄ
 ॳᓎᆓ౩ȈņŔňߞܢڰབྷඡࣹȂ
ȶঝڹȷԋـទລԳໞ֤Ҟକᠩێ
சߞᖖᄩфߤྻলᔍȞхНӺ๒ȟȂ
ంփऎᇒನթলᔍ֯ҍـՀߞ൯Ȃ
ڭ෩пԋԴᕕѾԟᑟфᇯࢺӒবг衆
؛ўবߞࠑȄԴ᎘фಲࢃྻڰ
சݺݙĳıĲĳՐߞϘ༵ुٿКፁߞܠϩЂ
ȶҞࢺ᠈ਣૺϧ༓ȷȞێКઈᚼ
ᢏ֜ԕ֜ȟȂෆЃЀࢽҍȈȶԴԋ
ћмКళૼᖖᄩȃߤྻфᇒ௱ഢߞ
гҦҞକྻգႵЂߞᔹཕᕕᅆഺڱૺ
ϧ༓௲ߞڽᠩȷȄ

   *
ᕛጒጪЃЀ

 ඪЀᖐៗȈԋߞᗏ᠖᠖ȂҞᠩ
ԋळ׀фߵኊȄෆЃЀࢽҍȂԴĳıĲĴ
Ր  ֶ ߞ Ϙ ༵ Ꭰ ࣤ К Ȃ  པ ߞ ņ ų Ū Ťġ
ŉŦŴűŦůũŦŪťŦфŅŪůŢũġ ŌŰŦũŭŦų៚গϞۦȶ
ņŔňԍᖖȷੜᕕ࠲᠕ߞԋՂ֣Դ༶ᄩК
៏ఀࡡ๕ሮߢ࢘ȃԴԟᑟКิቅবࢆ
ཇȄҁূࢽҍĲĺĺĺՐ֘ݺ༮ᄦҡ༟ߞѵ
धݽೡᚐϬըൊࠜૺྻ៉КȂхԑ
ಧмϠЀԴ໖ᔝᗝ֖Ђഢጀ៉ةȂ҄Й
ьԋߞߵኊᕕᗏϭༀȄփڱڤജሮऎ
ۍգņŔňྍᝊߞԋȂࡒЂԺুֺݺȄ
๑ᑾգஊȂՉӖྻਰڰசݙሃޯЀჲ
ᐯ୰ԋгӔКѕݺĳıĲĴՐᗑԪ༟ਣߞ
Ϙ༵ԩऎȮҞࢺ᠈ਣඡߞטኊৃȯߞ
ुٿȂԑಧĳĶıԋКգĺĶĦֶ
Ҟࢺ᠈ਣඡטȂێКҗዴѽϯᇍഺඡ
טգׄݺ෩пҁেߞԋ؛Ȅ
 ၥΨȈȶᗑԪയԇظႤ১ࡋ
ȷգĲĭĴĳĶৎፙॗўȂઘфႤಯॗĵĶေ
ኆग़ЮȇթҳȂՂ७ϧݺᚼᢏԑಧԋ
၃ᖉўՑȃ࠲᠕๒Ⴄ࿚ߞԑಧೡᚐ
ńŅőȞࡈᇍȶᇆݣᠨ༵ӫȷȟȂሃێԪ
֯ߞĹĳĳਛᑟᅹظႤ߰ࢺݙգߞႤಯႿĺĶ
ေኆग़ЮȄڽԺظႤ߰യԇظ
ႤຉರऎѹࣹᘌཕȄԯթȂȶඡטņŔň
ߞܢڰгҦȂԺജሮऎգـЂߞକϧᓰ
ᝊфᇒನলᔍȂݽـంݸϠᖔఀᓉ
ႤȷȂෆЃЀࠑӯȄ
ඪЀݍቋ
ంԺўবڽሲȂņŔňߞయ֖ፁᅁգׄݺ௲

  
ෆڴठЃЀ

ࠛڽᓿඡȄऎᝋށഺϘᙇȂᕛЃЀ෯є
ϞϘڱᅁڼȄ
ԐȂࡡ๕ሮߢ࢘ፁᅁҞऎԋኧৃȄᕛ
ЃЀࢽҍȂग़ϯҾгҦߵኊКߞ๑؛ኊ
ৃ֫ѧႿĹıĦȂێКȶࡡ๕ኊৃȷ࣏୵
ߢᝊಯᡋҳߞ൵ЂԯȄេލгҦ࣏Ϙ
ৎЂ៏ਛȂᑂȮᇊҿᛔራȯໞ֤Ȃࡡێ
๕ኊৃႿĲĭĵĶĴኆग़ЮȄ
ᕛЃЀᇍȂڰᅁϯȂනᇒನधߞݙգߢ
ԩгҦൌྻᓲంࢉїงౕȂࢉїනظ
ႤݺҞࢺ᠈ਣߞԋȄȶڏНȂҁে
ౕؓظႤߞԋȂЙঋۍ൯ҍ֒ߞச
ȃϠϧ۶ߢᝊಯᡋᇒನକϧȂـঋᝋށҁ
েକຠᇒನ๒фߤྻႤӎȷȂՁࠑӯ
ȄሃթԢȂྔྔڽԺߞࠛгҦжޘਰ
༟ڹܕӡņŔňඡڽטȶ֤༓ϯҾгҦߞࠜቈ
၃ᖉକϧ۶ळ׀କϧȷȂփȶཅᡋϠӺྔ
দņŔňඡטȂഺ֯ऎᓊ༓ৄภϠ࣏
ۍ൯ᜦஉᎳߞᛝҳЍۍȷȂՁႃ҇ႽȄ
֯ऎԑಧ൵ЂߞࠛгҦȂړᅮϭᇒ
ನႿĵįķĶေኆग़ЮߞႤಯȄႍгҦݺ
ĳıĲĶՐĳѡయҍȶŃŭŢŤŬųŰŤŬġ ŊŮűŢŤŵȷȞړ
ᠩϧȟᄑȂӤӫዾԴݺႋٙদЂߤྻ
யᛟȞڼՂളፎȟߞϘڀԕྲಯࡡҐϯႍг
ҦߞϘڱգҞࢺ᠈ظႤೡȂڭၑȶᜲ
ሼᆔࠛྻȷĩŕũŦġœŰţŪůġŉŰŰťġŇŰŶůťŢŵŪŰůĪࡈᗁ
໗ᅱᖉႻᗁᆾŅŦţŰųŢũġ ŘŪůŴũŦŭရᇒႍȶ
ᠩϧȷظႤೡԪȄ

൶ჩظႤ༰ᄥĩńŢųŭźŭŦġ ňųŰŶűĪ࣏Ϙ༡ټདྷߵ
ᡋظႤгҦȂᅮϭᇒನႤಯႿĲĭĺĴıኆग़Ю
ȄĳıĲĲՐȂႍгҦ༟ܕሃᅮϭߞظႤ
ೡԪгҦжڳയظႤࢽєȂܠڭง
ႍࣤຈгҦԴഺўবߞࠑȄ
ЫՐࠐȂዝੲЀМ׀ుஜҞࢺ᠈ظႤᑟᅹ
ŎŰųŨŢůġ ŔŵŢůŭŦźġ ŊůŴŵŪŵŶŵŦġ ŧŰųġ ŔŶŴŵŢŪůŢţŭŦġ
ŊůŷŦŴŵŪůŨȂ՞Դᗑј༰ᄥԧൊࠝфᐯങᑟ
ᅹȂయஜ༟ᠥႤӎัႽȂєЬۍņŔňྍᝊ
ߞظႤ߰ظႤݺԑಧԧԳߞയԇԋȄ
ႍ֖ఠߵ༰ᄥԴĳıĲĶՐĵѡࠑߞඡט
੩ȶҞࢺ᠈ߞᅁȷКȂ་ϘَӇઐϞϘ
ظڱႤ߰ሮऎņŔňዾૼϢظႤೡԪݕ
ྻফֲඡತߞྐޱȄᅆჅĲıĭıııТ
ࠛߞࠑ་֖ुࢢٿȂႍඡטȈ
ԴᎠࣤง༡аȂķĵĦߞҞࢺ᠈ߵೈࠛߞ
Ӏඡൌሃཇߵೈࠛᅮᄁहညݕ
៏ࢢ߰Ȅඡט་ϘَࢽҍȂԴĳııĹՐ
ĳıĲĵՐߞ൵ࠜง༡аȂбৎЙԢߞ־Ҟ
ࢺ᠈ߵೈࠛКȂգУৎ־Ⴟۖत
ӀඡȄ
ԯయ֖Ҟࢺ᠈ਣНႽփᖔૈߞϘৎԋ
ፑڼȂ࣏ᗑԪົ׀Ȃഺ༡ॻഈႭઐࡡ
༰ᄥ७ϧݺņŔňߞయ֖ЏჅϩՐȄĳıĲı
ՐĳıĲĳՐง༡Ȃ༰ᄥُՐߵӎඡತత
ࠕĴıĦȇĳıĲĴՐߵӎඡತـ൹ϭĴĵĦߞ
ྲȄ
ϘڱশสϯҾгҦӺ༟ܕሮᝊۖظႤ߰ง
ౕԋକᝯަņŔňܢڰȄታਣႤಯᇒನգ

ॷ෫ီٱᏰོĻġġГΙжकီٱ
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ࡌ७࢈ٱ

ڤ麽ְႍՂ֣ј۸ȉ๑Ꭲְ࣏аൊϠ৶
֖ನᘘ࣏ၑਛȂൌᕕྍѽϭව
ᙇࢽᐱў୫Ȉ

 ౩఼१ᘈȈంᕭְߞ੮ѕឮߋϧј





নгҦȞϭᇍȶታਣȷȟҞࢺ᠈ਣᗁ၃
ನᝯ൶ᗜൾЀᇍȈȶņŔňߞయ֖ҞኧҐԋ
ظႤ߰၏ߞԺዹݑȂ་փׄయԋߞᓉ
ႤࣿஜȷȄҁႋ៖ሲȂӤۍݺņŔňྍᝊߞ
ԋȶ഼௱ᅆێசգࠜـቈߞഢᄑȷȂ
ҁেȶ഼௱ྻф՝ᝊ־சКߞࣄᐼфল
ᔍȂأڭിۘܠຉರѽফֲႍຈলᔍȄȷ
КቈщӀࣶգনгҦȞϭᇍȶК
ቈȷȟே֖ၭڰၭڰᗁ
၃ನфশสၭڰᐯྻۢԇѹ
ਯཀчൾЀӺሮऎȂȶ
ࢺૈ׀Ԋ߰งౕ෩ȷ࣏
༰ᄥᅁࣉņŔňయ֖ߞϘ༵
ѹঋᠭஜϧȄҁࠑӯȈȶ
ԋജПࡓౕȂЙঋ൹
ൄ၃ᕻኊৃȂـঋయஜێᖉႻ
ݙԴாߞߤྻ၃ᕻਣȷȄԯթ
Ȃ֯ऎদঋߞ༰ႅፐፅᔝ၃ᖉ۶༰ႅፐ૧
ႨгҦȂКቈϧِԴێфสϾᖉႻКര
ᅔҞࢺ᠈ਣНႽȂᅓᢖȶയԇߞԋᇟ
ૠȷȄ
ඪଽցዜ
య֖ņŔňȂೡᚐӅྻܠхࢥࢨዹ෩пᖉ
ႻੜತȂփഺྻြषӎȄؓྕᒸգ
নгҦȞϭᇍȶؓྕȷȟ࣏ϘৎڼᝋȄ
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ഺ༡Գಯਣߏҍ૧ᇒನгҦݺ
ĳııĴՐళૼӒՑߞņŔňࣆຉȂϧ෩пକ࿚
ੜತȂညϘৎȶᇥ֒ѹȷȄؓྕѽᔹм
ᖉႻᎠ࢘ऎзϢᙇȂᔌࢢϧпૺԆന
ࣉȞҒࣁՉႅੜြକߩᎠڀȟȇࢢێ
ၢߞؓྕዃඞȂـऎশสਲ਼ᖔჴग़
ᇥ࢙֒ᒝྻȶታԐକ࿚۶ᖖᄩനȷ
Өࠛૺሮᝋߞ࢙ᒝȄؓྕே֖ၭڰਟ
ኇЃЀࠑӯȈȶاেԴକ࿚ӎ
ўবြषᢖȂषߞҞ࣏ૌૌ
ӒӒߞȺૌࠛӨȻ۸Ȋȷ
փҩϘ༡ߏᇒನгҦታ
ਣȂӺඡᇍгҦԯ෩пᖉ
ႻੜತȂᅁϞӎြषȂ
ڭᇍȶ൵ᚎඏȷߞўՑംჅ
ݺফֲକଈȄᑂᝯൾЀᇍȂ
ĳıĲıՐѽڽȂታਣߞცᛝϭফ
ჅĳĵĦȂहညݺᗁԒิьĳįķĵኆ࢘ცݕॗ
ĳįĸኆสЮߞњҍȄҁࢽҍϘৎᢖփߞڍݽ
ڰᅁȈȶְӡߞცьȂঋѾߞᓿබь
ȄȷታਣЏஎদᙇᚼԨȶᕒׄ૧ї
Դ၃ᖉКᅁକଈြषȂѽ෩пێசੜ
ૈȷȄ
Йྥരߝሉೣგ
ঋᅁࣉņŔňᄑȂබӅ༷֯ҍࠜงݚᓚȄ





Ȃሃְߞџ௱ᖉႻਿਿहᝯߞڰ
ܢȄߏᇒನгҦؓྕ۶ታਣަদକ
࿚ြॗ۶ᔹмᖉႻȂҁেತԐڗᢜϧ֖
ȂփࢢԓԨᅮϭ૧їయዃഺڱஇޱȄᝯ
ൾЀࠑӯȂታਣߞϭϘӫዾ࣏Դ౧ڼᅁ
ࣉࡈ࢙ӲȶߏᇒನຉರȷȄݺКቈ
ȂഺਛႻᓮԋߞঋசࡋ࣏Ⴥิь
ڗᇆږႫ࠲᠕ᖖᄩȃᝊ־உ௵фলᔍ࠲
ᔍȂфᔹмᅆྲثങߞႻӡȄӒՂؓྕ
ߞਟЃЀڏݙȈȶԐంЈஇȂನ౻
দᙇȂ๒ࢢЙᙝਣȊȷġ
ҢၯጣყȈКቈߞᠪயȂ࢙៉ళۤԩ
ऎȶႮ።ᄦȷߞᇢԪўޱȂᑋԪ֖ߞ
֖ஜȃӒՑፁӲᇒኸݚᓚȃനӲપ־
Јೡȃ؆ຠаൊ഼ڭኧҐᅆņŔňߞݣᠨ
ȄКቈഺᇢԪўޱϩжգӡȄ
ԝኵᐃȈᝯᘣᖻੜࢽዾĩŌőŊĪᢰࣆຉᢏ
ఀȶদঋȷȄታਣߞᝯൾЀᇍȂņŔňߞయ
֖ঋྐґȂԋබӅ༷࢙Ӳፁȃ؆
ᑋȃҞᏫȃहᝯȃфȃҞ੮ᅁփᚎඏ
ߞႤਫ਼ȄታਣంгӡڰᎮඏјȂ
ڭᙖЂႤਫ਼ȂѽૼϢசਮߞᇆ
ږԞȃߏᇒನȃ৶Ѝை༡۶ૠ
૪ᠪࢉȄҁߞ࣏ڏȈȶЙ༓බ๑
ޱᇒನȄȷ
ီོٱᇄȈ࣊๒Ҟࢺ᠈ਣьЙϞᐼ
ರഢᄑȂڤ麽ԴᓲՇᅁࣉߞ౧ڼ
ȂၭྻڰঋஇߞබЙѤ࣏ඡטņŔňߞయ֖
փЏȄᕛЃЀ࢙៉Ȃᇒኸߞࣆຉфњ
෯ȶӅ༷ށፁཇႿȂѷहᝯߞŌőŊӅ༷
ϯփϭുૺཇႿȷȄԴၭྻڰϭനԋ
ᇒ৶ߞ্៉ϭȂКቈҝՐֶϞ
ԊКቈщӀࣶԋҞࢺ᠈ਣඡטȂ൵
ࠕȂКቈԴظዾϘԊКތገสϾ֯Ԫ
ॗജঋِ෩ӹҞࢺ᠈ਣඡטȂഺԊ
ҝՐߞඡࢫטՀँϯϞӡඞȄ
ጂҳņŔňߒ౪அྥȈঋႿ७Ԣ֖ዾȂ
ԋᕕ७ϧݺڗҞࢺ᠈ਣࢽዴȂՂ
ࢮӠҞࢺ᠈ਣԋࢽዴݕশสКЈԋ
ԋҞࢺ᠈ਣࢽዴȄၑᔹظߞٽႤ
жޘਰ་֖हᝯ፠ሦȂӺЙҵऎϘᇌ࢘
༓ņŔňຕߞލўޱȄЙჅ൵գࠫއϧߞം
Ⴥࢉݺїᣙ᠖ȄϘ֜૧ӡؓྕ྇ߞ
ϠЀࠕџטؓྕߞਟЃЀȈȶՂލ
ְে࣏ՀߞԋгӔȂබЙҞକ࣏ᖷᒣ
ߞѹȄȷġ

ՂգᆷயȂְҞணҐশสӹߞݙݽԺை
ȂڭᓲێņŔňඡࢽטєȄ

